Fill the 42 squares of this grid. When you do, some of them will describe the circumstances under which you will get the answer.

**ACROSS**

1. Lee’s shown remarkable integrity
6. Hey, you endless nincompoop *(hyph.)*
7. Expressed hesitation to be surrounded by iron vapor
8. One Italian’s left arm bone
9. Slot is occupied by a Lesothan coin
10. In Spain, more old ladies
12. Penny and Myrna’s stratagems
14. Popular king’s publicity
15. Noisy pens bug Bill from *The Incredible Hulk*
16. Count that will intrude into Anaïs and Pierre’s summer *(hyph.)*

**DOWN**

1. Heard intelligent reasons
2. Actor Chaney’s enthralling year in a French city
3. Don’t start to disavow a new age singer
4. Wrestling with total fools, essentially
5. Program that looks for aliens with weird ties *(abbr.)*
9. Easily hit old gray wolf
10. Male in one short skirt
11. One outspoken princess
12. Quiet place for recreation
13. Archaically, suffer a penalty for misleading Ebay